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By Edahn Golan

ROUGHING IT OUT
The most mysterious, most misunderstood and
one of the most important sectors of the diamond
jewelry pipeline is the rough segment.
Since most miners are public companies, mining,
is an open book; polished diamonds have lab
certificates and open trading platforms, and
jewelry is all about being “out there.” By contrast,
rough is the only place where the term “illusion“
still applies.
At the very core of the mystery are questions such
as what color a rough diamond will have after
being polished and how are rough prices set?
Join us as we reveal some of the secrets of the
rough world of diamonds.
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PART 1

As all the business models predicted for the second decade
of the century, rough diamond production is now declining in
volume and soaring in value. In 2011, diamond production dropped
3.4 percent to 124 million carats. The value of this production as stated by the producers - was $14.41 billion, up 26.5 percent
compared to the preceding year. How did this happen, why did it
happen and, most importantly, is this the beginning of a long-term
trend or just an unusual hiccup?
BY EDAHN GOLAN

M

any issues concern those involved
with rough diamonds. Among
them are rising prices versus weak
polished diamond demand, shifting
ownership of the main diamond firms, and some
may say the balance of power – the lack of longterm consumer marketing initiatives to generate
demand for diamonds, changing selling models
and the challenges they pose, an uncertain midterm economic outlook that is threatening to harm
middle-class spending and reputational issues
associated with what some deem as an outdated
Kimberley Process (KP).

There are, however, also bright spots. These include
the possible entrance of financial institutions
interested in investing in diamonds who may inject
hundreds of millions of dollars into the diamond
industry steady demand from the bridal sector
and the deep-rooted consumer acceptance that
diamond jewelry is an enduring fashionable choice
worth its high cost as well as being a long lasting
store of emotional value.

Declining Availability From
Existing Resources
The decline in production in 2011 is not an odd
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THE DECLINE IS

A RESULT OF A NUMBER OF FACTORS,
SOME COMPLETELY UNRELATED.

128.47 Carat Diamond
Image: Karp Impex

blip on the map. Global diamond production has
been steadily declining since 2005, when it peaked
at 176.7 million carats, according to KP reports. The
sole increase in production took place in 2010 as
diamond miners somewhat revved up production
after the 2008-2009 recession to accommodate
the renewed demand for diamond jewelry.
This global downward trend in diamond
production is expected to continue, with one
small exception – the commissioning of the
underground project at the Argyle mine in
Australia, scheduled for 2013. At that point, global
production is expected to rise. A lone mine with
expanded production, however, will not alter the
downward trend in diamond production.
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The decline is a result of a number of factors,
some completely unrelated. For example, Argyle
in west Australia, Rio Tinto's largest diamond
mine, suffered from heav y rains and flooding
that slowed production by 24 percent to just 7.4
million carats in the past year.
Other mines saw production decrease, owing to
low density ore and lower grade material, which
happened to BHP Billiton at the Ekati mine in
Canada. In its last fiscal year (July 2011-June 2012),
Ekati produced 1.8 million carats, 28.8 percent
less than it produced in the prior fiscal year.
Some mining companies, however, decided to lower
production due to expected lower demand and a
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few, according to unofficial estimates, simply want
to stretch out the life of their mines. The rationale
is that as long as these mines are profitable with
a somewhat lower production, they can afford to
do so.

THE SECOND
REASON IS
EMPLOYMENT.
THE SECOND LEADING
BENEFIT FROM
DIAMOND MINING
IS JOB CREATION,
ALONG WITH THE
ACCOMPANYING
FRINGE BENEFITS.

Part of the underlying rationale is that as diamonds
become scarcer, prices of rough will rise, and in the
longer term, this will generate a higher total return
and greater income for the companies –
as well as for the producing countries. In
this context, it should be noted that this
strategy works well for producing countries
for two reasons. First, producing countries'
earnings from diamonds are driven mainly
from royalties, which are a percentage of
the value of the diamond production. Therefore,
the higher the value, the greater the income.
The second reason is employment. The secondleading benefit from diamond mining is job creation,
along with the accompanying fringe benefits. Local
employees are not only gainfully employed, they
learn skills, pay taxes and enjoy a range of benefits
provided by the mining companies, the most
common of them being health care for workers and
their families, including HIV and AIDS programs;
education for their children in the form of schools,
books, extra-curricular activities and other assistance
and well water purification and supply systems. As
long as commercial entities take responsibility and
provide these benefits, the governments of many
producing countries are spared the need to do so.
Some cynics may say that governments are happy
not to have to provide these essential services,
while at the same time boasting that they "make
sure" diamond miners (and miners of any other
local natural resources) do provide them.
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NINE COUNTRIES, EACH
PRODUCING MORE THAN 1 MILLION
CARATS OF DIAMONDS ANNUALLY
SUPPLY NEARLY ALL OF THE
WORLD'S DIAMONDS.
THEY ARE: ANGOLA, AUSTRALIA, BOTSWANA,
CANADA, DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO (DRC),
NAMIBIA, RUSSIA, SOUTH AFRICA AND ZIMBABWE.

In addition, governments everywhere understand
that their natural resources are finite. Once
depleted, nothing will replace them. Therefore,
the longer diamonds are mined on their land, the
longer the income they generate in the form of
royalties, taxes and other indirect income will go
into the state coffers.

Of the 124 million carats produced in 2011, these
nine countries supplied 122.2 million carats or
98.6 percent of production by volume. Most
of them witnessed their production – and by
extension the supply of rough diamonds – decline:
Angola (-0.4 percent), Australia (-21.5 percent),
Canada (-8.5 percent), DRC (-4.5 percent), Namibia
(-25.8 percent) and South Africa (-7.4 percent).

THE TOP
PRODUCERS

The increase in production in Russia and
Zimbabwe was small, just 0.8 percent each in
2011 compared to 2010. Botswana was the only
country that reported a meaningful increase in
production, rising 4 percent year-over-year.

Nine countries, each produce more than 1 million
carats of diamonds annually, supply nearly all of
the world's diamonds. They are: Angola, Australia,
Botswana, Canada, Democratic Republic of
Congo (DRC), Namibia, Russia, South Africa and
Zimbabwe.
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In this context, Botswana and De Beers are
almost synonymous. De Beers is understood
to have jump started production a little later
than other firms in the period that followed
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the 2008-2009 economic crises. Either it had
a large enough inventory of rough diamonds
to meet increasing client
demand (after all, it is a large
ship that takes a little longer
to change course) or the
company simply decided to
wait a while longer to ensure
that the global economy was indeed improving.
The 4 percent rise in Botswana's production may
ref lect internal issues rather than an appetite
to charge forward.

PART 1

BOTSWANA
IS THE ONLY
COUNTRY

It should be remembered that between July
2010, when Gareth Penny was fired, to July 2011,
when Philippe Mellier stepped in, the De Beers
Group operated without a full time, permanent
CEO, something that no doubt hindered its
ability to make large sweeping changes.

THAT REPORTED A
MEANINGFUL INCREASE
IN PRODUCTION, RISING
4 PERCENT YEAR-OVERYEAR.
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The decline in global production, according
to early indications, continued deep into 2012.
Rough diamond sales by De Beers' Diamond
Trading Company (DTC), including those
through joint ventures, totaled $3.1 billion during
this period, an 11.4 percent decline from the
$3.5 billion generated in the first half of 2011.
The company did not state how much was sold
by volume; however, it did say that it scaled back
production by 13.6 percent to 13.4 million carats.
BHP Billiton produced 1.8 million carats in the
year ended June 2012, 28.8 percent less than it
produced in the prior fiscal year. In the third
quarter of the fiscal year covering January-March
2012, it mined 433,000 carats, and in the fourth
quarter, 413,000 carats. Together and separately,
the output dropped 29 percent year-over-year.
Rio Tinto’s diamond production for the first half
of 2012 was 6.2 million carats, 24 percent higher
than the first half of 2011; however, this was
due primarily to a favorable comparison. The

company suffered from the impact of heavy rains
and flooding in March 2011, which significantly
curbed total production that year.
Argyle, in many ways, tells the current stor y
of global diamond mining. It is a rich mine
that in 2005 produced 30.5 million carats,
including some of the world's most beautiful
fancy color diamonds, mainly pinks. In 2009,
its production declined to 10.6 million carats,
and in 2011, it fell to just 7.4 million carats.
The drop in production is taking place as the
mine is slowly depleted, as well as suffering
from adverse weather conditions mentioned
above that led to lost production, as happened
in 2010 and 2011.
As with a few other rich diamond mines, an
underground project is underway to extend the
mine's life. The underground project at Argyle
is expected to lift diamond production to about
20 million carats annually, according to early
estimates. This is triple the current production.
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GLOBAL PRODUCTION VOLUME VS AVG PER
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While this is good news for the mine and Rio
Tinto (or whichever company owns it in the future
if a Rio Tinto plan to diversify from diamonds
materializes), it does not greatly alter the current
reality of aging mines past their prime, some
uplift in their later years and a long future of
continually shrinking production.
This explains, rather briefly, the decline in global
diamond production from existing mines. However,
the obvious question is, “Aren’t there any new
sources of diamonds?” The short answer is “Yes,
but…”

2008

2009

2010

2011

SOURCE: KP

Other resources are economically viable; however,
they are few and far between, with some having a
predicted output that is not very high.
One promising resource is Stornoway's Renard in
Canada. It has a probable reserve of 18 million
carats that, according to the current plan, will
be mined over a period of 11 years. Its diamond
production is set to peak at 2.1 million carats
per year, averaging 1.7 million carats annually
during its life, according to Stornoway. This is
probably the most promising diamond reserve
yet to be mined.

IN THE PAST FEW YEARS,

In the past few years, diamond
m i n i ng a nd e x plor at ion
companies have successfully identified a number
of new resources. Unfortunately, some of them
are not economically viable, and therefore will
not be developed, and their unearthed goods
will not supply diamonds to the global diamond
jewelry market.

DIAMOND MINING AND
EXPLORATION COMPANIES
HAVE SUCCESSFULLY
IDENTIFIED A NUMBER OF
NEW RESOURCES.
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HOWEVER
PROMISING THESE
MINES SOUND,
NO DOUBT THE MOST
INTRIGUING POSSIBILITY
IS IN RUSSIA.

Rio Tinto's Bunder mine in the central Indian
state of Madhya Pradesh is slowly nearing full
production too. Bunder’s diamond reserves were
recently estimated by a company executive at 24
million carats and it is expected to produce some
2 million carats, of rough annually during the
10-15 years of the mine's life.
However promising these mines sound, no doubt
the most intriguing possibility is in Russia. The
country's monopolistic miner and exporter Alrosa
stated in May 2011 that the country's total reserves
and resources are 1.28 billion carats. This includes
probable and proven mineral reserves as well
as inferred, indicated and measured mineral
resources.
This is a staggering quantity. If accurate, it is not
a matter of if the Russian diamond miner mines
these goods, but when. At the end of 2010, Alrosa
announced it had won the license to mine three new
resources in the Russian state of Yakutia. The three
resources – the alluvial deposits of Ruchey Gusiny
and Ebelyakh and the diamond pipe, Dalnyaya –
have total estimated resources of 42 million carats.
Although the company is not discussing its longterm mining strategy, this and other indicators
lead us to believe that the company intends to
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develop these deposits over an extended
period of time, pacing itself with the
hope of increasing its lead over De Beers
as the world's largest diamond producer
by volume and – at some future point
– by value.

One thing is known. Developing
a proven diamond resource takes
many years, more so in countries
such as Canada, where very stringent
environmental guidelines exist. Many
of today's mines took about 10 years to move
from proven exploration project to full-scale
mining operation. This means that while Renard,
Argyle Underground and Bunder may augment
the existing production, adding another 4 to
6 million carats a year, no other mine will
come online during this period. A realistic
outlook would say that these three operations
will compensate for what is lost at the aging
diamond mines.
The three mines Alrosa may soon start
developing in Yakutia would also take the
better part of a decade to develop, even if the
Russian authorities fast track the bureaucracy.
It should be remembered that these future
mines are in Siberia, where the ground is frozen
and conditions are harsh, which means that
development will be slow. As for the other
resources Alrosa may decide to develop in the
future, they too will take many years to bring
to full production.
As for Botswana’s extensive resources De Beers
unofficially estimates that the country’s supply of
diamonds will last another 20-25 years, depending
on the pace of production the company and
country decide on.
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Summing this up: the existing diamond mines are
slowly depleting and all but one – Argyle – are
past their prime. There are a few diamond mines
that are in an advanced stage of development,
but they will not increase total global diamond
production in a very meaningful way. Reported
large reserves exist in Russia; however, no one
knows when they will be developed. Whenever
that does happen, the lag time will be about 10
years. Until then, global diamond production is
stunted, limited and in all likelihood shrinking,
at least for the next decade.
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RISING PRICES

And here lies the first reason for the high value
of rough diamond output in 2011. Although
diamond production dropped in the first half
of the year, demand for rough diamonds was
very high. This was fueled by increasing demand
(and runaway prices) for polished diamonds by
retailers in China and India.
Diamond polishers worked hard to meet this
upsurge in polished demand by increasing
production and turned to producers, as well
as the open market, to buy more rough.
The large manufacturers turned to their
contracted suppliers – De Beers, Alrosa, BHP
Billiton and Rio Tinto – trying to increase their
supply to meet demand. Whatever they could
not buy from the main suppliers, they bought
from smaller suppliers and the open market.

BUYING ROUGH
IN THE OPEN –
OR SECONDARY –
MARKET HAS WIDE
IMPLICATIONS.

Buying rough in the open –
or secondar y – market has
far reaching implications.
The secondar y market is
a wild scene. Firsthand
buyers – regular clients of
Rio Tinto, BHP, Alrosa and
most importantly, the DTC
– sometimes buy goods they
do not need. This is typically an outcome of
multi-year contracts that take planning into
consideration. They may not need all the
goods all the time, and when they do not
need a particular item, they tr y to sell these
goods, usually through brokers, to dealers
and manufacturers that purchase rough in the
secondar y market. At times of high demand,
the profits can be huge.
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THE SECONDARY MARKET IS
A WILD SCENE. FIRSTHAND
BUYERS – REGULAR CLIENTS
OF RIO TINTO, BHP, ALROSA
AND MOST IMPORTANTLY,
THE DTC – SOMETIMES BUY
GOODS THEY DO NOT NEED.
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ON THE OTHER
HAND, THIS TRADE
IS DONE AT A COST.

On one hand, the secondary
market adds efficiency to
the rough diamond sector.
Sightholders (contracted clients
of the DTC), Select Diamantaires
(contracted clients of Rio Tinto),
BHP Billiton Term and Spot Market clients and
others with regular supplies provide the secondary
market with the rough they don't need, and their
colleagues and firms that do not have a regular
supply from the large diamond miners get access to
these goods. In other words, those who do not need
a certain category of rough diamonds supply them
to those who do, serving as an indirect conduit
for the large miners in the process.
On the other hand, this trade is done at a cost.
The simple situation is that a Sightholder buys a
"box" of goods from DTC at the DTC list price. (A
box is a selection of a specific category of rough
diamonds that share a certain size range, clarity
range and model. This is a reference to a time when
DTC brought and showed the goods to Sightholders
during the Sight out of boxes).

THE SIMPLE SITUATION IS
THAT A SIGHTHOLDER BUYS
A "BOX" OF GOODS FROM
DTC AT THE DTC LIST PRICE.
(A BOX IS A SELECTION OF A
SPECIFIC CATEGORY OF ROUGH
DIAMONDS THAT SHARE A
CERTAIN SIZE RANGE, CLARITY
RANGE AND MODEL.)

On top of the cost of buying a box to the secondary
market is a 1 percent broker's fee and a 1.5 percent
Value Added Services (VAS) fee that DTC charges
its clients for seminars and other knowledge bases
related mainly to marketing.
The Sightholder selling the box to the secondary
market also wants a certain profit. This means that
a buyer will pay, in theory, list price, plus the 2.5
percent in fees, plus a certain margin. The buyer is
paying more for these goods than what he would
have been charged if he had access to a direct
supply. Therefore, Sightholders and other first-hand
buyers have a cost advantage over second-hand
buyers, which helps their profitability.
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Diamond Sorting at the DTC
Image: Vismedia

The cost above the DTC list price is referred to in the
rough diamond sector as "premium," and premiums
are, sometimes, the name of the game.
At times of good demand, trading in DTC boxes is a
very lucrative business. DTC Sightholders can earn
premiums of more than 5 percent on a box. At times
of high demand, as happened in the first half of 2011
and through large parts of 2007 and the first half
of 2008, the premiums were sometimes more than
20 percent.
At times, demand was so high, that before Sights
– the 10 yearly sales of DTC goods to its clients –
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Sightholders would get advance offers for their
“boxes” from buyers in the market, and the sides
would agree on the premium price. This meant
Sightholders sold boxes even before they had
them (let alone paid for them) and made a very
easy and very fast profit on the goods, without
having to do anything for it – akin to winning
the lottery even before stopping at a stand to
buy a ticket.
As always in an economic ecosystem, the rises
are followed by falls, and when demand is very
weak, the tables turn. The busy seller’s market
becomes a buyer’s market. At such times, buyers
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are not willing to pay as much. Their offers are
sometimes “at list,” meaning they are willing to
pay only what the DTC charges – without the
added broker and VAS fees, and definitely without
any premiums – fat or slim. For Sightholders,
this is definitely a loss.
Some view it stoically, considering it a small
price to pay for the large profits they made at
better times. Others view it as a necessity. They
do not need the goods but do need to generate
a cash flow to show the banks that they are still
generating high volume business to ensure that
their credit facilities are maintained.
Of course, Sightholders may have goods on the
shelf for a while without finding any buyers. At
times, they simply store the goods and wait for
when they can sell or polish them, and so are
forced to absorb the associated costs this entails.
In the past few years, especially as De Beers'
dominance of the market has waned, rough
diamond prices have fluctuated more wildly
then ever before. This was the result of the
cooling effect that a dominant player has when
it supplies 50 to 80 percent of the goods to a
market.
Now that De Beers only supplies 38 percent of
the goods by value, prices are susceptible to
other forces. First and foremost among them
is demand, for the decline in De Beers’ market
share resulted in an important outcome: the
supplier-driven market became a buyer-drivent
market, the supply gave way to demand, and
demand is the determining factor today.
Many outside the diamond industry (and a
surprisingly large number of those within the
industry too) do not see this change or believe a
revolution has taken place.

PART 1

AS ALWAYS IN
AN ECONOMIC
ECOSYSTEM,
THE RISES ARE FOLLOWED
BY FALLS, AND WHEN
DEMAND IS VERY WEAK,
THE TABLES TURN.
Here is the simple proof: if prices fall and goods are
turned down when demand is low (as happened
very clearly in May-August of this year); and prices
are high and miners are scrambling to produce
more in response to high demand – then this is a
demand-driven market. In a way, it is the consumer
– through the retailer, jewelry wholesaler, diamond
jewelry maker, polished diamond wholesaler,
diamond polisher and rough diamond trader –
who is driving rough prices up or down through
the entire diamond pipeline.
Clearly, there are other forces that impact price, but
if downstream players have an impact, then this
is no longer a supplier-driven market. From now
on you can say with confidence – “the diamond
industry is a demand-driven industry!”
Again, let's put this in its proper context. In 2011,
the mining companies produced fewer rough
diamonds for a variety of reasons. Chinese and
Indian retailers bought goods at an accelerated
rate, driving up not only polished diamond prices,
but also demand from polishers to supply more
polished goods. They in turn bought diamonds at
a growing pace, competing with each other and at
times were willing to pay premiums of more than
20 percent to ensure they had the goods, driving
up prices. This is at the basis of KP figures of much
higher total value of production, despite a sharp
drop in production.
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ROUGH

The unimaginable happened. Sightholders had to
pinch themselves to make sure they were not dreaming.
The Diamond Trading Company (DTC), De Beers' rough
diamond marketing firm, actually lowered prices in
August. This was a rare and, atypical occasion.

UPDATE
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D

iamond miners, if they can help it,
will not decrease prices. This is not as
obvious as it may sound. The mining
companies prefer to hold onto a larger
rough inventory rather than lower prices. This is
referred to in the market as having "a strong hand."
As noted earlier, the diamond market today is
demand-driven, and De Beers’ strong hand is less
strong than it used to be, as this past summer has
proven. The weak demand and lower prices in the
rough diamond market meant that Sightholders,
the contracted buyers from DTC, wanted to buy
fewer goods at lower prices.
Sightholders may disagree, but they have much
more power than they give themselves credit for.
The DTC reacts to them far more then they realize.
Just look at what happened at the June Sight.
Sightholders have the option of deferring delivery
of goods, changing their original request schedule
(ITO – Intention To Offer), and they did so ahead
of the June Sight. Sightholders can also ask for
goods beyond their ITO (referred to as ex-plan),
but they refrained from such requests because
of the low demand. This further decreased the
amount of goods at the June Sight. A third option
Sightholders exercised was leaving goods on the
table. We understand that quite a number of them
refused many of the boxes. One estimate is that
as much as 15-20 percent of the goods were left
on the table. As a result, the total value of the
June Sight was estimated at less than $500 million.
In July, the DTC offered Sightholders the chance
to defer up to 50 percent of their July allocations.
Coupled with rejections and buy backs, the DTC
July Sight, estimated at less than $400 million,
was even smaller than the one held in June.

Argyle Pink Jubilee
Image: Rio Tinto Diamonds
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In addition, the full categories of goods were
not sold at the July Sight: the Small Fancies, Cold
& Brown Cleavage and Fancy boxes were not
offered. In addition, several of the Fine boxes,
such as the Collection goods, and a number of
the Colored boxes were not sold.
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p/c, -2.1 percent) – all traded on the market at
below the price paid by Sightholders.

However, prices at the July DTC Sight were not
changed significantly. Some boxes were up, others
down, but the general policy of "price adjustments"
remained intact.

Further proving that the DTC prices were high,
at BHP Billiton's auctions, prices were down
nearly across the board. The decreased supply
to the market was welcomed by many, mostly
Sightholders. They did not like losing 5-15 percent
on some of the goods they sold on the open market.
What had in the past been a source of great income,
this summer turned into a money pit.

While prices were rather stable at De Beers,
secondhand buyers got the goods at a discount. The
Chips 4-8 gr, which the DTC listed at $871.52 p/c
(+2.3 percent from the June Sight), the Makeables
High 3 gr +7 (DTC: $180.16 p/c, -8.4 percent) and
the Commercial 2.5-4 ct box (DTC: $2,149.85

At the August Sight, matters were already different.
The DTC realized that without a price reduction,
goods would not sell, and it responded accordingly.
Price decreases of 8, 9, 12 and even 18 percent
were seen at the Sight. Sightholders felt that their
prayers, no less, had been answered.
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WHILE PRICES WERE
RATHER STABLE AT DE
BEERS, SECONDHAND BUYERS
GOT THE GOODS AT A
DISCOUNT.

Workers At The Venetia Diamond Mine
Image: De Beers Group

OUTLOOK
Prices of rough diamonds fluctuate more
than prices of polished diamonds. These
fluctuations are at times to the detriment
of manufacturers, although they influence
the pricing: not so much on the direction of
rough prices, which are determined by wider
market forces, but more on the strength
of the direction – how far the prices will
go. As polished diamonds start to head up
under the welcome light of the NovemberDecember selling season, manufacturers will
quickly see that prices of rough, especially in
the secondary market, start to rise too.
If retailers have a decent holiday season and
turn to suppliers to replenish their stocks,
then in January prices will increase to reflect
the newfound demand.
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HOW ARE

ROUGH

PRICES SET?
Image: Rio Tinto Diamonds
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The way prices of rough diamonds are set is
something of a mystery to many people. With
the exception of those that auction their goods,
such as BHP Billiton and a host of small mining
companies, all of the other large suppliers prefer
to keep their pricing cards close to their chest.

V

ery broadly, however, prices are set by a
combination of fe e d b ac k f r om b u y e r s ,
a n a l y s i s of polished diamond prices,
market intelligence and, to some extent, by
something that can crudely be called "gut feeling."
All of the mining companies talk regularly with
their clients. They are interested in their thoughts
and their feedback on how polished diamond sales
are going, and they want detailed feedback on
the price of rough. Naturally, these clients have
a tendency to view the market from their unique
perspective and are predisposed to state matters
in a way that can be of assistance to their own
cause. Miners know and understand this subjective
perspective well and take it into account.

In addition, miners always have a finger on
the pulse of polished diamonds – demand and
prices – and regularly follow changes in the
market. Their analysis takes prices into account
and allows them to reverse calculate them. This
means they take the price of a polished item in
the wholesale market and feed it into a formula
that considers account manufacturing costs,
overhead and margin, which then identifies
the price of the relevant rough source of this
polished item. In ver y simplistic terms, this is
P - M - CoM&O = C (price minus margin minus
cost of manufacturing and overhead equals cost
of rough). If cost is higher than the current price
of rough, then the price of rough is too low and
it can be increased – and vice versa.
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Market intelligence, or discover y, is data
collection of a different source. It may
include changes in prices by other suppliers
to the market and information collected from
auctions. In recent years, for example, De
Beers' subsidiar y Diamdel has been holding
auctions of rough goods that represent rough
sold by the DTC. The results of these auctions
are collected by the DTC and analyzed under
the assumption that auctions, a place where
buyers determine the price, ref lect the price
the market is willing to pay.
All miners employ seasoned
people who know the rough
market through and through.
They have a good sense of
where the market is headed
and what it needs; they know the company's
clients and can assess the prices. These people
will advise, if not update, the company's price
book.

IN RECENT YEARS, FOR
EXAMPLE,
DE BEERS' SUBSIDIARY
DIAMDEL HAS BEEN
HOLDING AUCTIONS OF
ROUGH GOODS THAT
REPRESENT ROUGH
SOLD BY THE DTC.

The final pricing decision takes into account all
the collected data as well as company policies
and needs.
Variations of this methodology are employed
by four large rough diamond suppliers: De
Beers' DTC, Alrosa, Rio Tinto and the elusive
Ehud Laniado, one of the world's largest rough
diamond dealers, who supplies the market
with goods from Angola as well as from Harr y
Winston and Petra.
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MARKET INTELLIGENCE,
OR DISCOVERY, IS DATA
COLLECTION OF A
DIFFERENT SOURCE.

The Argyle Pink Jubilee
Image: Rio Tinto Diamonds
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De Beers Kimberley Rough Diamond and Diamond Sorting
and Grading at Harry Oppenheimer House In Kimberley
Image: De Beers Group
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VALUE UP,
VOLUME DOWN:

GLOBAL ROUGH DIAMOND PRODUCTION IN 2011

Diamond miners may have
decreased production in 2011,
but the value of their output
increased considerably. In
their annual results, most
diamond miners reported
price increases of up to 20
percent, but the stated value
of mined goods leaped
26.5 percent, according to
Kimberley Process (KP) figures.

T

he total value of global diamond production
was stated at $14.4 billion, compared with
$11.39 billion in 2010 and $8.26 billion in
2009. At the same time, the volume of production
declined 3.4 percent to 124 million carats in 2011.
This compared to 128.3 million carats in 2010
and 122.2 million carats in 2009.
The KP figures show that global production is not
growing in volume, however, demand is driving
up prices. And while the global diamond market is
currently experiencing a decline in polished and
rough prices, the long-term forecast is for global
production to remain within a narrow range of 122
to 125 million carats over the next few years with
the value of production continuing to increase.
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RUSSIA'S PRODUCTION OF 35.1 MILLION
CARATS INCREASED 0.8 PERCENT, WHILE ITS VALUE
INCREASED 12.3 PERCENT TO $2.67 BILLION.

TOP 5 PRODUCERS

SOURCE: KP
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COUNTRY

VOLUME, CTS

YOY % CHANGE

RUSSIA

35,139,800.00

0.8%

BOTSWANA

22,904,553.99

CONGO, DRC
CANADA

TOP 5 IMPORTERS
VOLUME, CTS

YOY % CHANGE

EC

133380371.51

-5.9%

4.0%

INDIA

132095136.55

-20%

19,249,057.46

(4.5%)

UAE

52083527.05

20%

10,795,259.00

(8.5%)

ISRAEL

22611715.54

-15.5%

ZIMBABWE

8,502,648.07

0.8%

CHINA

21701409.13

20.4%

COUNTRY

VALUE, U.S.$

COUNTRY

VALUE, U.S.$

YOY % CHANGE

$18,509,276,289.28

36.2%

YOY % CHANGE

COUNTRY

BOTSWANA

$3,902,115,904.50

50.9%

EC

RUSSIA

$2,674,713,800.00

12.3%

INDIA

$14,279,716,473.73

27.1%

CANADA

$2,550,875,198.60

10.6%

ISRAEL

$5,324,700,516.95

20.2%

SOUTH AFRICA

$1,730,323,570.20

44.9%

UAE

$3,696,097,203.42

79.5%

ANGOLA

$1,162,625,477.64

19.1%

CHINA

$3,156,796,180.98

56.0%

COUNTRY

U.S.$ / CTS

YOY % CHANGE

COUNTRY

U.S.$ / CTS

YOY % CHANGE

LESOTHO

$1,602.05

(11.8%)

LESOTHO

$43,404.10

65257.8%

NAMIBIA

$694.82

58.1%

SINGAPORE

$10,997.80

11520.7%

LIBERIA

$385.94

(35.7%)

CONGO, DRC

$2,069.62

N/A

SIERRA LEONE

$347.60

43.4%

SIERRA LEONE

$1,502.21

11.8%

TANZANIA

$277.20

49.8%

LIBERIA

$1,331.37

437.9%
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TOP 5 EXPORTERS
COUNTRY

VOLUME, CTS

YOY % CHANGE

129,460,420.47

(16.8%)

UAE

47,214,558.34

1.3%

BOTSWANA

25,137,173.25

5.9%

ISRAEL

18,569,053.02

18.2%

RUSSIA

32,346,947.52

(19.9%)

COUNTRY

VALUE, U.S.$

EC

YOY % CHANGE

EC

$18,542,003,418.14

29.5%

UAE

$5,871,778,930.16

65.7%

BOTSWANA

$5,474,164,326.19

90.0%

ISRAEL

$4,418,942,868.18

(24.0%)

RUSSIA

$3,811,238,484.46

37.0%

U.S.$ / CTS

YOY % CHANGE

$11,441.00

12004.3%

LESOTHO

$1,708.59

(5.3%)

NAMIBIA

$572.93

23.4%

JAPAN

$512.48

36.5%

BELARUS

$456.88

46.9%

COUNTRY
SINGAPORE

Botswana's production increased to 22.9 million
carats, worth $3.9 billion. This was a 4 percent
increase in volume and a staggering 50.9 percent
leap in value. The increase may, however, reflect a
new way in which De Beers and Botswana calculate
the value of production.
Russia's production of 35.1 million carats increased
0.8 percent, while its value increased 12.3 percent
to $2.67 billion. These figures closely correspond
with Alrosa's 2011 results.
The Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), the
third-largest diamond producing country by
volume, saw its production decline by 4.5 percent
to 19.3 million carats. The value of this production
increased 3.1 percent to $179.6 million.
Canada, the third largest producer by value,
witnessed its production shrink by 8.5 percent to
10.8 million carats, worth $2.55 billion – a 10.6
percent year-over-year increase in value as the
average value of its production increased 21 percent
year-over-year.
Rough diamond imports, according to KP, decreased
7.1 percent by volume and 34.9 percent by value
to 384.5 million carats, worth $50.89 billion. The
leading rough diamond importers by value were
the European Community, which includes London
and Antwerp; India and Israel. Together the three
accounted for nearly three quarters (74.9 percent)
of all rough diamond imports.
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